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Abstract. Using an algebra of paths we present abstract algebraic de-
rivations for two problem classes concerning graphs, viz. layer oriented
traversal and computing sets of Hamiltonian paths. In the first case, we
are even able to abstract to the very general setting of Kleene algebras.
Applications include reachability and a shortest path problem as well as
topological sorting and finding maximum cardinality matchings.
1 Introduction
Starting out from ideas in [Möller 91] the paper [Möller, Russling 93] presented
algebraic derivations of a few graph algorithms. While there the algorithms were
treated separate from each other, in [Russling 96a,Russling 96b] a systematiza-
tion into classes of graph algorithm was achieved. For each class a schematic
algorithm was derived; the problems in the class are then solvable by instantia-
tions of that schematic algorithm.
This topic has been further pursued in [Brunn 97], which contains two inno-
vations. In the case of layer-oriented graph traversal the case of a set of starting
nodes was generalized to that of a set of starting paths. This allowed dropping
one essential assumption in the earlier developments, made the overall derivation
smoother and led to a simplified algorithm. Second, in the case of Hamiltonian
path problems, a significant new application of the general scheme was found,
viz. that of computing maximum cardinality matchings.
Next to presenting the above-mentioned two classes and some of their in-
stances, in the present paper we are able to abstract the derivation of the layer-
oriented traversal algorithm to typed Kleene algebras; even the efficiency im-
provement can be performed at this very abstract level.
2 Graphs and Path Languages
2.1 Formal Languages and Relations
Consider a finite alphabet A. The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗ and
the empty word by ε. A (formal) language V is a subset of A∗. For simplicity
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we identify a singleton set with its only element and a word of length 1 with
its only letter. The set of non-empty words is A+ def= A∗\ε. Concatenation is
denoted by •; it is associative and has ε as its neutral element.
In connection with graph algorithms the letters of A are interpreted as nodes.
The words of a language are used to represent paths in that graph: the nodes are
listed in the order of traversal. The length of a word w is the number of letters
in w and is denoted by ‖w‖.
A relation is a language R in which all words have equal length. This length
is called the arity of the relation, in symbols arR. The empty relation ∅ has
all arities. Unary relations can be interpreted as sets of nodes, whereas binary
relations represent sets of edges. The binary identity relation is
I
def= {a • a : a ∈ A} ,
whereas A •A is the universal relation on A.
2.2 Pointwise Extension
The operations on languages we are going to define in the next section will first
be explained for single words and then lifted pointwise to languages.
The pointwise extension of an operation f : A∗ → P(A∗) is denoted by the





for U ⊆ A∗. This definition implies that the extension is universally disjunctive,
i.e., distributes over arbitrary unions, is strict w.r.t. ∅, i.e., satisfies f(∅) = ∅,
and is monotonic w.r.t. ⊆ .
Moreover, linear laws for f , i.e., equational laws in which all variables occur
exactly once on both sides of the equality sign, are inherited by the pointwise
extension.
The pointwise extension generalizes in a straightforward way to operations
with more than one argument.
2.3 Join and Composition
For words s and t over alphabet A we define their join s 1 t and their compo-
sition s ; t by
ε 1 s = ∅ = s 1 ε , ε ; s = ∅ = s ; ε ,
and, for s, t ∈ A∗ and x, y ∈ A, by
(s • x) 1 (y • t) def=
{
s • x • t if x = y ,
∅ otherwise ,
(s • x) ; (y • t) def=
{
s • t if x = y ,
∅ otherwise .
These operations provide two different ways of “gluing” two words together
upon a one-letter overlap: join preserves one copy of the overlap, whereas com-
position erases it. Again, they are extended pointwise to languages. On bi-
nary relations, composition coincides with usual relational composition (see e.g.
[Schmidt, Ströhlein 93]). To save parentheses we use the convention that •, 1
and ; bind stronger than all set-theoretic operations.
To exemplify the close connection between join and composition further, we
consider a binary relation R ⊆ A • A modeling the edges of a directed graph
with node set A. Then
R 1 R = {x • z • y : x • z ∈ R ∧ z • y ∈ R} ,
R ; R = {x • y : x • z ∈ R ∧ z • y ∈ R} .
Thus, the relation R 1 S consists of exactly those paths x • z • y which result
from gluing two edges together at a common intermediate node. The composition
R ; R is an abstraction of this; it just states whether there is a path from x to
y via some intermediate point without making that point explicit. Iterating this
observation shows that the relations
R, R 1 R, R 1 (R 1 R), . . .
consist of the paths with exactly 1, 2, 3, . . . edges in the directed graph associated
with R, whereas the relations
R, R ; R, R ; (R ; R), . . .
just state existence of these paths between pairs of vertices.
The pointwise extension of join yields the following result for unary relations
S and T :
S 1 T = S ∩ T . (1)
Finally, we have the associativities (see [Möller 93] for further ones)
U 1 (V 1 W ) = (U 1 V ) 1 W ,
U • (V 1 W ) = (U • V ) 1 W ⇐ V ∩ ε = ∅ ,
U 1 (V •W ) = (U 1 V ) •W ⇐ V ∩ ε = ∅ ,
 (2)
3 Kleene Algebras and Closures
3.1 Kleene Algebras
A Kleene algebra (cf. [Conway 71]) is a quintuple (S, Σ, ·, 0, 1) consisting of a
set S, operations Σ : P(S) → S and · : S • S → S as well as elements 0, 1 ∈ S
such that (S, ·, 1) is a monoid and
Σ ∅ = 0 ,
Σ {x} = x (x ∈ S) ,
Σ(∪K) = Σ {Σ K : K ∈ K} (K ⊆ P(S)) ,
Σ (K · L) = (Σ K) · (Σ L) (K, L ∈ P(S)) ,
where · in the latter equation is the pointwise extension of the original · opera-
tion. The definition implies that · is strict w.r.t. 0:
0 · x = 0 = x · 0 .
In connection with graph algorithms one often considers the related structure
of a closed semiring (see e.g. [Aho et al. 74]). It differs from a Kleene algebra
in that ΣK is only required to exist for countable K; moreover, idempotence of
+ is not postulated. So every Kleene algebra is a closed semiring, but not vice
versa.












, 1 , ∅, A ∪ ε) .
For a Kleene algebra one can define a partial order as follows:
x ≤ y def⇔ x + y = y , (3)
where
x + y def= Σ{x, y} . (4)
Then (S,≤) forms a complete lattice. We denote the greatest element of that
lattice by >. In the above examples ≤ coincides with ⊆ .
Let µ denote the least fixpoint operator in a complete lattice. With its help
we can define an improper closure operator .∗ by
x∗
def= µ y . 1 + x · y , (5)
and a proper closure operator .+ by
x+
def= µ y . x + x · y .
3.2 Path Closure
For a directed graph with node set A and edge set R ⊆ A•A we define the path
closure R; to be the improper closure R∗ in the Kleene algebra PAT . Since 1








def= A ∪ ε , (6)
i+1R
def= R 1 iR . (7)
Hence iR is the relation consisting of all paths of length i.
It should be mentioned that the closures R∗ and R+ of a binary relation in
REL are the reflexive-transitive closure and transitive closure, resp.
3.3 Typed Kleene Algebras
A subidentity of a Kleene algebra is an element x with x ≤ 1. We call a Kleene
algebra pre-typed if all its subidentities are idempotent, i.e., if x ≤ 1 ⇒ x · x =
x. The subidentities then play the role of types. Moreover, restriction and co-
restriction of an element a to a subtype x are given by x · a and a · x, resp. We
have
x, y ≤ 1 ⇒ x · y = x u y ,
i.e., the infimum of two types is their product.
We call a pre-typed Kleene algebra typed if it is a boolean algebra and the
restriction operations distribute through arbitrary meets of subtypes, i.e., if we
have for all sets K of subidentities and all a ∈ S that
(uK) · a = u(K · a) ∧ a · (uK) = u(a ·K) .
Then the subidentities are called types.
In a typed Kleene algebra we can define, for a ∈ S, the domain pa and
co-domain aq via the Galois connections (y ranges over subidentities only!)
pa ≤ y def⇔ a ≤ y · > ,
aq ≤ y def⇔ a ≤ > · y .
By this, the operations p and q are universally disjunctive and hence monotonic
and strict. Moreover, we can show the usual properties of domain and co-domain
(see [Möller 98]):
pa = u{x : x ≤ 1 ∧ x · a = a} ,
aq = u{y : y ≤ 1 ∧ a · y = a} ,
x ≤ 1 ⇒ px = x = xq ,
p(pa) = pa , (aq)q = aq ,
p(a · b) = p(a · pb) , (a · b)q = (aq · b)q ,
p(pa · b) = pa u pb , (a · bq)q = aq u bq ,
pa ≤ pb ⇒ p(a · c) ≤ p(b · c) , aq ≤ bq ⇒ (a · c)q ≤ (b · c)q .

(8)
Our Kleene algebras LAN , REL and PAT are all typed. In REL we
have, as usual,
pR = R ;> ∩ I ∧ Rq = > ; R ∩ I .
In LAN we have
pU = Uq =
{
ε if U 6= ∅ ,
∅ otherwise.
Finally, most relevant for our applications, in PAT we get
pU = first(U) ∧ Uq = last(U) ,
where first and last are the pointwise extensions of the operations given by
first(ε) def= last(ε) def= ε ,
first(a • s) def= a , last(s • a) def= a ,
for a ∈ A, s ∈ A∗.
3.4 Truth Values and Assertions
The elements 1 and 0 of a Kleene algebra can play the roles of the truth values
“true” and “false”. Expressions that yield one of these values are therefore also
called assertions (see e.g. [Möller 96]). The assertion 0 means not only “false”,
but also “undefined”.
Negation is defined by
¬0 def= 1 , ¬1 def= 0 .
Then for an assertion b and an element c we have
b · c = c · b =
{
c if b = 1 ,
0 if b = 0 .
In the sequel, for emphasis we shall always use the generic · when connecting
assertions with expressions, regardless of the concrete Kleene algebra we are
working in.
Note that 0 and 1 are types. The conjunction of types and hence assertions
a, b is their infimum a u b or, equivalently, their product a · b; their disjunction
is their sum a + b. We write a ∧ b for a u b and a ∨ b for a + b.
Using assertions we can construct a conditional and a guarded expression:
if b then c else d fi
def= b · c + ¬b · d ,




bi · ci .
for assertions b, bi and elements c, ci, d. Note that the conditional is monotonic
only in c and d. So recursions over the condition b need not be well-defined. A
property we are going to use in the sequel is
if b then d else if c then d else e fi fi = if b ∨ c then d else e fi (9)
for assertions b, c and elements d, e.
In connection with recursions, assertions play the role of invariants as known
from imperative programming. See [Möller 96] for rules for strengthening and
weakening such invariants; invariant introduction and elimination are, of course,
particular cases.
3.5 Filters
A particular case of assertions in the Kleene algebra LAN are filters. Given a
parameterized assertion B : A∗ → {∅, ε}, the filter B / is defined on words by
B / w = B(w) • w =
{
w if B(w) = ε ,
∅ if B(w) = ∅ .
The pointwise extension B / W of the filter to a language W yields those elements
of W that satisfy B:
B / W = {w : w ∈ W ∧ B(w)} .
This operation distributes through ∩ and ∪ :
B / (V ∩ W ) = B / V ∩ B / W ,
B / (V ∪ W ) = B / V ∪ B / W .
By filter promotion we mean an application of the laws⋃
x∈U










provided F (∅) = ∅.
4 A General Graph Problem Class
Consider now a graph over node set A. We define a general graph processing
operation E by
E(f, g)(W ) def= g(f(W )) , (11)
where
– W ⊆ A∗ is a subset depending on the structure of the particular application.
It might, e.g., be the set of all finite paths in the graph.
– f : A∗ → M is an abstraction function from words to a “valuation” set
M which might e.g. be the set of natural numbers if we are interested in
counting edges in a path. f is extended pointwise to sets of words and hence
is distributive, monotonic and strict.
– g : P(M) → P(M) is a selection function. It acts globally on f(W ), e.g.,
selects the minimum in the case of sets of natural numbers, and hence is not
defined as a pointwise extension. Rather we assume the properties
(GEN1) g(K) ⊆ K ,
(GEN2) g(K ∪ L) = g(g(K) ∪ g(L)) (weak distributivity),
for K, L ⊆ M .
Weak distributivity means that g may be applied to subsets without changing
the overall result. Note that (GEN2) implies idempotence of g and (GEN2) is
equivalent to
(GEN2’) g(K ∪ L) = g(K ∪ g(L)).
If g is a filter (B), then (GEN1) and (GEN2) hold automatically. The ad-
vantage of defining g not generally as a filter gives us the flexibility of admitting
non-distributive operations like the minimum. This difference in algebraic prop-
erties explains why we use two separate functions f and g rather than their
combination into a single one.
The general operation E comprises quite a diversity of graph problems, em-
bodied by different choices of W and additional constraints on f and g.
But we now abstract even further, moving away from the particular case
of graphs. Assume that (S, Σ, ·, 0, 1) is a typed Kleene algebra. We define the
general operation E by
E(f, g)(w) def= g(f(w)) (12)
where
– w ∈ S is a fixed element of S,
– f : S → P(M) is a disjunctive abstraction function with some set M of “val-
uations”, where a function f from a Kleene algebra into an upper semilattice
is disjunctive if it distributes through +, i.e., satisfies f(x+y) = f(x)tf(y),
– g : P(M) → P(M) is a selection satisfying the properties
(GEN1) g(K) ⊆ K ,
(GEN2) g(K ∪ L) = g(g(K) ∪ g(L)) (weak distributivity),
for K, L ⊆ M .
5 Layer Oriented Graph Traversals
A number of problems use the set of all paths starting in a set S and ending in
a set T of nodes.
For some of these problems we define in this section a class, derive a basic
algorithm and apply it to examples. At the end of this section we show how a
more efficient version of the basic algorithm can be developed.
5.1 Definition
As mentioned above, we choose for W the set of all paths that start in end points
of S and end in starting points of T , i.e., we set in (12) W = S 1 R; 1 T and
specify a graph traversal operation F by
F (f, g)(S, R, T ) def= E(f, g)(S 1 R; 1 T ) = g(f(S 1 R; 1 T )) ,
with S, T ⊆ A∗ and R ⊆ A • A. Note that, contrary to [Russling 96b] we do
not choose S and T as subsets of A. This eases the recursion step for the basic
algorithm, as is shown in the next section.
We replace this graph theoretic formulation by one for general typed Kleene
algebras. Here the definition of F reads
F (f, g)(a, b, c) def= E(f, g)(a · b∗ · c) = g(f(a · b∗ · c)) ,
with a, b, c ∈ S.
5.2 Derivation of the Basic Algorithm
We now want to find a recursion equation for F . We calculate
F (f, g)(a, b, c)
= {[ definition ]}
g(f(a · b∗ · c))
= {[ idempotence of ∪ ]}
g(f(a · b∗ · c) ∪ f(a · b∗ · c))
= {[ (5) ]}
g(f(a · (1 + b · b∗) · c) ∪ f(a · b∗ · c))
= {[ distributivity and neutrality ]}
g(f(a · c + a · b · b∗ · c) ∪ f(a · b∗ · c))
= {[ associativity of + and disjunctivity of f twice ]}
g(f(a · c) ∪ f(a · b · b∗ · c + a · b∗ · c))
= {[ distributivity ]}
g(f(a · c) ∪ f((a · b + a) · b∗ · c))
= {[ (GEN2’) and commutativity of + ]}
g(f(a · c) ∪ g(f((a + a · b) · b∗ · c)))
= {[ definition ]}
g(f(a · c) ∪ F (f, g)(a + a · b, b, c)) .
5.3 Termination Cases
We prepare the introduction of termination cases by deriving another form of
F :
F (f, g)(a, b, c)
= {[ definition ]}
g(f(a · b∗ · c))
= {[ by (5) we have b∗ = 1 + b∗ ]}
g(f(a · (1 + b∗) · c))
= {[ distributivity and neutrality ]}
g(f(a · c + a · b∗ · c))
= {[ disjunctivity of f ]}
g(f(a · c) ∪ f(a · b∗ · c)) . (13)
Motivated by the graph theoretical applications we now postulate some con-
ditions about f and g:
(LAY1) pc ≤ aq ⇒ g(f(a · c) ∪ f(a · u · c)) = g(f(a · c)) ,
(LAY2) (a · u)q ≤ aq ⇒ g(f(a · c) ∪ f(a · u · c)) = g(f(a · c)) ,
with a, c, u ∈ S. When dealing with graph problems, pc ≤ aq is the case where
the set of starting nodes of c already is contained in the set of end nodes of a.
The condition (a · u)q ≤ aq means that by further traversal of the graph along u
no new end nodes are reached. In both cases the second use of the abstraction
f should give no new information and be ignored by g.
Case 1: pc ≤ aq. Then we get by (LAY1) that
(13) = g(f(a · c)) .
For the second case we need the following lemma:
Lemma 51 For a, b ∈ S one has (a · b)q ≤ aq ⇒ (a · b∗)q ≤ aq.
Proof. We apply Lemma 1 (Closure Induction) of [Möller 93] with continuous
predicate P [x] def⇔ (a · x)q ≤ aq and z = b. Then we need to show ∀ c : P [c] ⇒
P [b · c]:
(a · (b · c))q
= {[ associativity ]}
((a · b) · c)q
≤ {[ assumption and (8) ]}
(a · c)q
≤ {[ P [c] ]}
aq
From this and P [1] ⇔ (a · 1)q ≤ aq we obtain the result. ut
Now we can proceed with
Case 2: (a · b)q ≤ aq. Then by Lemma 51 and (LAY2) we get again
(13) = g(f(a · c)) .
In sum we have derived the following basic algorithm:
F (f, g)(a, b, c) = if pc ≤ aq ∨ (a · b)q ≤ aq
then g(f(a · c)) (14)
else g(f(a · c) ∪ F (f, g)(a + a · b, b, c)) fi .
This terminates whenever the set of types in the underlying Kleene algebra is
upward noetherian, i.e, has no infinite ≤-ascending chains. This is always the
case in LAN , whereas in REL and PAT it holds only if A is finite. A suitable
termination measure is aq, since
(a + a · b)q = aq + (a · b)q ≥ aq
and
(a + a · b)q = aq ⇔ (a · b)q ≤ aq .
5.4 Applications
Reachability Our first example is the problem to compute, given an edge set
R ⊆ A • A and a set S ⊆ A of nodes the set of all nodes which are reachable
from S. We first give a solution in the Kleene algebra PAT and choose f def= q,
g
def= id , c def= A and define, for S ⊆ A+,
reach(S) def= F ( q, id)(S, R,A) .
It is easily checked that q and id satisfy the required conditions.
By our definitions we can now solve the reachability problem recursively:
reach(S)
= {[ definition ]}
F ( q, id)(S, R,A)
= {[ (14) ]}
if pA ⊆ Sq ∨ (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
then (S 1 A)q
else (S 1 A)q ∪ reach(S ∪ S 1 R) fi
= {[ (1),(8) ]}
if A ⊆ Sq ∨ (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
then Sq
else Sq ∪ reach(S ∪ S 1 R) fi
= {[ A ⊆ Sq ⇒ A = Sq ⇒ (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq ]}
if (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
then Sq
else Sq ∪ reach(S ∪ S 1 R) fi .
Alternatively, we can solve the reachability problem in REL by setting, for
Q ⊆ A
relreach(Q) def= F ( q, id)(IQ, R, IA) .
Again the required conditions are easily shown. The resulting algorithm is
relreach(Q) = rr(IQ) ,
rr(S) =
if (S ; R)q ⊆ Sq
then Sq
else Sq ∪ rr(S ∪ S ; R) fi .
Shortest Connecting Path We define, in PAT ,
shortestpaths(S, T ) def= F (id ,minpaths)(S, R, T ) ,
with
minpaths(U) def= let ml = min(‖U‖) in lg(ml) / U ,
lg(n)(x) = (‖x‖ = n) .
Here we use the pointwise extension of ‖ ‖ to languages. Hence minpaths selects
from a set of words the ones with the least number of letters. Again the con-
ditions (GEN) and (LAY1,LAY2) are satisfied. Therefore we have the following
algorithm for computing the shortest path between a set S and the node y:
shortestpaths(S, y)
= {[ definition ]}
F (id ,minpaths)(S, R, y)
= {[ (14) ]}
if py ⊆ Sq ∨ (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
thenminpaths(S 1 y)
else minpaths(S 1 y ∪ shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y)) fi
= {[ set theory, (9) ]}
if y ∈ Sq
thenminpaths(S 1 y)
else if (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
thenminpaths(S 1 y)
else minpaths(S 1 y ∪ shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y)) fi fi
= {[ y 6∈ Sq ⇒ S 1 y = ∅ ]}
if y ∈ Sq
thenminpaths(S 1 y)
else if (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
thenminpaths(∅)
else minpaths(shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y)) fi fi .
Since minpaths is defined via a filter, we have
minpaths(∅) = ∅ .
We now simplify the second else -branch.
minpaths(shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y))
= {[ definition of shortestpaths ]}
minpaths(F (id ,minpaths)(S ∪ S 1 R,R, y))
= {[ definition of F ]}
minpaths(minpaths(id(S ∪ S 1 R, y)))
= {[ idempotence of minpaths ]}
minpaths(id(S ∪ S 1 R, y))
= {[ definition of F ]}
F (id ,minpaths)(S ∪ S 1 R,R, y)
= {[ definition of shortestpaths ]}
shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y) .
Altogether,
shortestpaths(S, y) =
if y ∈ Sq
thenminpaths(S 1 y)
else if (S 1 R)q ⊆ Sq
then ∅
else shortestpaths(S ∪ S 1 R, y) fi fi .
Note that, in view of the law (a · b)q = (aq · b)q in (8), we only need to carry
along Sq rather than all of S. Together with the efficiency improvement in the
next subsection this brings the algorithm down to a complexity of O(|A|+ |R|).
5.5 Improved Efficiency
In graph applications, the parameter a in algorithm (14) carries all paths of
the graph which have already been visited during the layered traversal from the
starting set. We shall now improve the efficiency of the algorithm by introducing
an additional parameter u that contains all already computed paths, while a
carries only those paths whose last node has not been visited by any other path.
This can again be done in the more general framework of typed Kleene algebras.
We define, using an assertion,
Feff (f, g)(a, b, c, u) = (aq u uq = 0) · F (f, g)(a + u, b, c) .
From this we get immediately
F (f, g)(a, b, c) = Feff (f, g)(a, b, c, 0) . (15)
Let now v def= a + u and assume aq u uq = 0. By (14) and (15) we get the
following termination case:
pc ≤ vq ∨ (v · b)q ≤ vq ⇒
Feff (f, g)(a, b, c, u) = g(f(v · c)) .
The recursive case looks as follows:
Feff (f, g)(a, b, c, u)
= {[ definitions ]}
F (f, g)(v, b, c)
= {[ (14) ]}
g(f(v · c) + g(f((v + v · b) · b∗ · c)))
= {[ let b1 = b · vq, b2 = b\b1 ]}
g(f(v · b) + g(f((v + v · (b1 + b2)) · b∗ · c)))
= {[ distributivity and disjunctivity of f , commutativity
and associativity of +, several times (GEN2’) ]}
g(f(v · b) + f(v · b2 · b∗ · c) + g(f(v · b∗ · c) + f(v · b1 · b∗ · c)))
= {[ definition of b1, (8), (LAY2) ]}
g(f(v · b) + f(v · b2 · b∗ · c) + g(f(v · b∗ · c)))
= {[ (GEN2’) twice, commutativity of + and distributivity ]}
g(f(v · b) + g(f((v + v · b2) · b∗ · c)))
= {[ definition of F ]}
g(f(v · b) + F (f, g)(v + v · b2, b, c))
= {[ definition of Feff ]}
g(f(v · b) + Feff (f, g)(v · b2, b, c, v)) .
It is easy to see that the recursive call preserves the invariant. In sum we get
Feff (f, g)(a, b, c, u) =
let v = a + u (16)
b1 = b · vq
b2 = b\b1
in (aq u uq = 0) ·
if pc ≤ vq ∨ (v · b)q ≤ vq
then g(f(v · c))
else g(f(v · c) + Feff (f, g)(v · b2, b, c, v)) fi .
One checks easily that we can strengthen the invariant by the conjunct u · b2 ≤
a + u. With its help, we can simplify the algorithm to
Feff2 (f, g)(a, b, c, u) =
let v = a + u (17)
b1 = b · vq
b2 = b\b1
in (aq u uq = 0 ∧ u · b2 ≤ v) ·
if pc ≤ vq ∨ (a · b2)q ≤ vq
then g(f(v · c))
else g(f(v · c) + Feff2 (f, g)(a · b2, b, c, v)) fi .
Here the expensive computation of v · b2 is reduced to that of a · b2.
6 Hamiltonian Path Problems
In this section we define a class of graph problems for the case where the set of
nodes is ordered. An order can be given by a binary relation between the nodes
or by a permutation of the node set. Since permutations are Hamiltonian paths,
the latter will serve as the basis of our further considerations.
6.1 Definition
In 1859 Sir William Hamilton suggested the game “around the world ”: the
points of a dodecahedron were named after cities and the task of the game was
to plan a round trip along the edges of the dodecahedron such that each city
was visited exactly once.
A Hamiltonian path for an alphabet A and a binary relation R ⊆ A •A is a
path which traverses each node of the respective graph exactly once. Hence the
set of Hamiltonian paths is defined as follows:
hamiltonianpaths def= perms(A) ∩ R; ,
with





for S 6= ∅. This set of Hamiltonian paths is, as mentioned above, the underlying
language of the instantiation of our general operation we want to specify now.
As selection function we use in this section a filter operation B / . In the sequel,
when a recursive equation for hamiltonianpaths is available, we do not want to
apply the test B only to the paths in the end result. This would be inefficient,
since in this way we would compute many paths which in the end would be
filtered out again by B. To avoid this we require that B be suffix closed, a
property which is defined as follows:
An assertion B(u) is suffix closed for a language U ⊆ A∗ iff for all v • w ∈ U
with ‖w‖ ≥ 1 one has
B(v • w) ≤ B(w) , (18)
i.e., B(v • w) implies B(w). If then B doesn’t hold for a non-empty suffix of a
repetition free path then it doesn’t hold for the complete path either. A path or
a word is repetition free if no node or no letter appears twice or more in it.
Therefore we choose in (11) W def= perms(A) ∩ R;, f def= id and g def= B /
and obtain in this way the Hamiltonian path operation H as
H(B) def= E(perms(A) ∩ R;)(id , B) = B / hamiltonianpaths ,
with the condition that
(HAM) B is a suffix closed assertion for the set of all repetition free paths.
6.2 Derivation of the Basic Algorithm
To derive a basic algorithm for this problem class we need a recursive version of
hamiltonianpaths. To this end we generalize hamiltonianpaths in the following
way:
hamiltonianpaths = hp(|A|) .
hp computes the set of repetition free paths of length n:
hp(n) def= partperms(n) ∩ R; ,
where partperms(n) is the set of partial permutations of length n:
partperms(n) def=
⋃
T ⊆A∧ |T |=n
perms(T ) .
One sees easily that n > |A| implies partperms(n) = ∅ and hence
hp(n) = ∅ .
Moreover, n ≤ |A| implies ar partperms(n) = n and hence, for n ≥ 1,
hp(n) = partperms(n) ∩ n−1R . (19)
In the sequel we denote the set of letters occurring in a word p by set(p). we
omit the straightforward inductive definition of set but note that it is extended
pointwise to languages. Define now, for U ⊆ A∗,
non(U) def= A\set(U) .
For the transformation into recursive form we need an auxiliary lemma:
Lemma 61 For n 6= 0 one has
partperms(n) =
⋃
T ⊆A∧ |T |=n−1
non(T ) • perms(T ) .
Proof. see [Russling 96b]. ut
Now we can perform a case distinction for partperms.
Case 1: n = 0. From the definitions we obtain immediately
partperms(0) = ε .
Case 2: n ≥ 1.
partperms(n)
= {[ Lemma 61 ]}⋃
T ⊆A∧ |T |=n−1
non(T ) • perms(T )
= {[ pointwise extension and p ∈ perms(T ) ⇒ set(p) = T ]}⋃




= {[ definition of partperms ]}⋃
p∈partperms(n−1)
non(p) • p .
We extend the case distinction to hp.
Case 1: n = 0. From the definitions we obtain immediately
hp(0) = ε .
Case 2: n = 1. From (19) we get
hp(1) = A .
For the next case we need
Lemma 62 For S ⊆ A and R ⊆ A •A one has:
S • U ∩ R 1 V = S 1 R 1 (U ∩ V ).
Proof. see [Russling 96a]. ut
Case 3: n > 1.
hp(n)
= {[ (19) ]}
partperms(n) ∩ n−1R




∩ R 1 n−2R
= {[ distributivity ]}⋃
p∈partperms(n−1)
non(p) • p ∩ R 1 n−2R
= {[ Lemma 62 ]}⋃
p∈partperms(n−1)
non(p) 1 R 1 (p ∩ n−2R)
= {[ filter promotion (10) ]}⋃
p∈partperms(n−1)∩ n−2R
non(p) 1 R 1 p
= {[ (19) ]}⋃
p∈hp(n−1)
non(p) 1 R 1 p.
In sum we get for hp:
hp(n) = ifn = 0 then ε
dc n = 1 thenA (20)
dc n > 1 then
⋃
p∈hp(n−1)
non(p) 1 R 1 p fi.
Termination is guaranteed by the decreasing parameter n.
Analogously to hamiltonianpaths we generalize the Hamiltonian path oper-
ation H to an operation HP which computes the set of repetition free paths of
length n that satisfy B:
HP(B)(n) def= B / hp(n) . (21)
Because of
H(B) = HP(B)(|A|) (22)
we perform also for HP a case distinction.
Case 1: n = 0. From the definition of HP and (20) we get immediately
HP(B)(0) = B / ε .
Case 2: n = 1. Again, the definition and (20) yield
HP(B)(1) = B / A .
Case 3: n > 1.
HP(B)(n)
= {[ definition ]}
B / hp(n)




non(p) 1 R 1 p
= {[ distributivity ]}⋃
p∈hp(n−1)
B / (non(p) 1 R 1 p)
= {[ (HAM) B is suffix closed ⇒
for q ∈ non(p) 1 R 1 p : B(q) ≤ B(p) ]}⋃
p∈hp(n−1)
(B / (non(p) 1 R 1 p)) ·B(p)
= {[ filter promotion (10) ]}⋃
p∈B / hp(n−1)
B / (non(p) 1 R 1 p)
= {[ definition ]}⋃
p∈HP(n−1)
B / (non(p) 1 R 1 p) .
In sum we have
HP(B)(n) = ifn = 0 thenB / ε
dc n = 1 thenB / A (23)
dc n > 1 then
⋃
p∈HP(B)(n−1)
B / (non(p) 1 R 1 p) fi .
For A 6= ∅ the algorithm starts with all paths of length 1, i.e., the nodes that
satisfy B. It then repeatedly attaches to the front ends of the already obtained
paths those nodes which have not yet been used and still maintain B. Because
of its way of traversing the graph in which every visit of a node may lead to
many others the algorithm is also known as a hydramorphism after the hydra
from Greek Mythology.
A derivation of a more efficient version of the basic algorithm can be found
in [Russling 96b].
6.3 Applications
Topological Sorting We now want to study the problem of topologically sort-
ing a set A w.r.t. a relation Q ⊆ A•A. A topological sorting of A is a permutation
of the A such that for arbitrary a, b ∈ A one has: if a • b ∈ Q then a must occur
in the sorting before b.
We first want to attack the problem from the rear and compute the set of
all relations which are admissible for a given sorting s ∈ perms(A): The first
letter of s may be in relation Q with any other letter, the next one with all those
which occur after it and so on. So we can define the greatest admissible relation
inductively by
allowedrel(ε) def= ∅,
allowedrel(a • w) def= a • set(w) ∪ allowedrel(w) ,
with a ∈ A and w ∈ A∗ so that a • w is repetition free. A permutation w ∈
perms(A) is therefore a topological sorting w.r.t. Q iff Q ⊆ allowedrel(w).
We are now in the position to solve the problem by application of the Hamil-
tonian path operation choosing R def= A•A, i.e., first admitting all permutations
and then incorporating Q into a filter operation to check Q ⊆ allowedrel(w).
This assertion is, however, not suffix closed, because it is not applicable to
partial permutations. Hence we must extend it to the assertion consistent(Q)(w)
which checks Q also for a suffix of a topological sorting as admissible relation:
consistent(Q)(w) def= Q ⊆ allowedrel(w) ∪ non(w) •A .
This means that no restriction is placed on points outside set(w). Note that for
w ∈ perms(A) one obviously has
consistent(Q)(w) = Q ⊆ allowedrel(w) .
For the following Lemma we introduce the set of sinks relative to relation Q and
set B ⊆ A by
sinks(Q)(B) def= {a ∈ B : Q ∩ a •B = ∅} .




consistent(Q)(a • t) = consistent(Q)(t) ∧ a ∈ sinks(Q)(non(t)) .






= {[ definition of consistent ]}
Q ⊆ allowedrel(a • t) ∪ non(a • t) •A
= {[ definition of allowedrel and set theory ]}
Q ⊆ allowedrel(t) ∪ a • set(t) ∪ non(a • t) •A
= {[ set theory ]}
Q ⊆ allowedrel(t) ∪ a •A ∪ non(a • t) •A ∧
Q ∩ a • non(t) = ∅
= {[ set theory, definition of non and distributivity ]}
Q ⊆ allowedrel(t) ∪ non(t) •A ∧
Q ∩ a • non(t) = ∅
= {[ definition of consistent , definition of sinks,
since a • t is repetition-free and hence a ∈ non(t) ]}
consistent(Q)(t) ∧ a ∈ sinks(Q)(non(t)) .
Thus consistent(a • t) ≤ consistent(t). ut
Now we specify, for Q ⊆ A•A and R def= A•A, the set of topological sortings
of A w.r.t. Q by
topsort
def= H(consistent(Q)) = consistent(Q) / perms(A) .
Using (22) we define, with R = A •A,
conshp(n) def= HP(consistent(Q))(n) = consistent(Q) / hp(n) .
Hence we have the following intermediary result:
topsort = conshp(|A|) ,
conshp(n) = ifn = 0 then consistent(Q) / ε
dc n = 1 then consistent(Q) / A (24)
dc n > 1 then
⋃
p∈conshp(n−1)
consistent(Q) / (non(p) 1 R 1 p) fi .
Case 1: n = 0. From the definition of consistent we get immediately
conshp(0) = ε .
Case 2: n = 1.
a ∈ conshp(1)
= {[ by (24) and definition of consistent ]}
Q ⊆ allowedrel(a) ∪ non(a) •A
= {[ definition of allowedrel ]}
Q ⊆ non(a) •A
= {[ set theory ]}
a •A ∩ Q = ∅
= {[ definition of sinks ]}
a ∈ sinks(Q)(A) .
Case 3: n > 1. We first calculate within (24)
non(p) 1 R 1 p
= {[ by R = A •A and associativity (2) ]}
non(p) 1 A •A 1 p
= {[ neutrality twice ]}
non(p) • p .
Now, for p ∈ conshp(n− 1) and x ∈ non(p)
consistent(Q)(x • p)
= {[ Lemma 63 ]}
consistent(Q)(p) ∧ x ∈ sinks(Q)(non(p))
= {[ p ∈ conshp(n− 1) = consistent(Q) / hp(n− 1),
hence consistent(Q)(p) ]}
x ∈ sinks(Q)(non(p)) ,
so that by filter promotion (10) and pointwise extension we can in (24) reduce
the expression for n > 1 to⋃
p∈conshp(n−1)
sinks(Q)(non(p)) • p .
Altogether,
conshp(n) = ifn = 0 then ε
dc n = 1 then sinks(Q)(A) (25)
dc n > 1 then
⋃
p∈conshp(n−1)
sinks(Q)(non(p)) • p fi .
This is the standard removal-of-sinks algorithm. It can be implemented in
complexity O(|A|+ |Q|) using an array of adjacency lists and in-degrees together
with a linked list of relative sinks. A formal treatment of the array of in-degrees
can be found in [Möller, Russling 93] in connection with an algorithm for cycle
detection.
The Maximal Matching Problem in Directed, Bipartite Graphs As-
sume an alphabet A and a binary relation R ⊆ A •A. In the sequel we consider
bipartite directed graphs. This means that there are subsets U, V ⊆ A with
A = U ∪ V, U ∩ V = ∅ and R ⊆ U • V . One may wonder why we did not
include the summand V • U as well. However, we will work with the symmetric
closure of our relations anyway.
A matching is a subset of the edges with the property that each node of the
graph may be at most once starting point or end point of an edge of the matching.




ends(a • u • b) = {a} ∪ {b},
for a, b ∈ A, u ∈ A∗. The function ends is extended pointwise to languages.
The maximal matching problem consists in finding matchings with maximal
cardinality |M |.
In the sequel we do not derive an algorithm for this problem from scratch.
Rather we show that one subalgorithm of the standard solution is another par-
ticular instance of the general Hamiltonian operation.
By
↔
M we now denote the symmetric closure of M . A path x0 •x1 • · · · •xn ∈
R; of vertices is an alternating chain w.r.t. M if the pairs xi •xi+1 alternatingly
lie within and without of
↔
M . Formally, the assertion alter(M)(w) is inductively
defined by
alter(M)(ε) = 0 ,
alter(M)(a) = 1 ,
alter(M)(a • b) = a • b ∈
↔
R




M ∧ b • c ∈
↔
M)∨
(a • b ∈
↔





alter(M)(a • b • c • u) = alter(M)(a • b • c)∧
alter(M)(b • c • u) ,
for a, b, c ∈ A and u ∈ A∗. By this inductive definition, alter(M) is obviously
suffix closed.
A node a is isolated if it is not touched by any edge in M , i.e., if x 6∈ ends(M).
Formally,
isolated(M) def= A\ends(M) .
An alternating chain is increasing if its extremal nodes x0 and xn are isolated.
Note that the length of an increasing chain always is odd and the starting and
end points do not lie both in U nor both in V . If there now exists an increasing
chain for a matching M , then one can construct a larger matching by omitting
all edges of the chain that are contained in the matching and adds those edges
of the chain which were not yet contained in M . For this we use the function
symdiff (M, c) def= edges(c)\M ∪M\edges(c) (26)
where
edges(ε) def= ∅ def= edges(a) ,
edges(a • b • c) def= a • b ∪ edges(b • c) .
The fact that using an increasing chain one can construct a larger matching
leads to the following recursive approach. In an auxiliary function G we compute
for an arbitrary matching the set of corresponding increasing chains (function:
calc aac). If this set is empty the matching is maximal. Otherwise one computes
a larger matching by symdiff and calls G with the new matching as argument.
Additional arguments of G are the sets of isolated nodes of U and V ; they allow
an efficient computation of the increasing alternating chains. G is initially called
with the empty set, U and V . The correctness of the algorithm is established by
Theorem 64 A matching has maximal cardinality iff no increasing chain exists
for it.
For the proof see e.g. [Biggs 89]. Therefore we have the specification
maxmatch def= G(∅, U, V )
where
G(M,U, V ) def=
let aac = calc aac(M,U, V )





G(symdiff (M, c), U\pc, V \cq) fi .
The core of this function is the computation of the increasing alternating
chains. Since an alternating chain orders the nodes in a certain way, we can solve
this problem using the generalization HP of the Hamiltonian path operation H.
To this end we define
calc aac(M,U, V ) def= increasingchain(M,U, V ) / altchain(M) .
altchain computes all alternating paths of the graph corresponding to
↔
R.
The extension of R to its symmetric closure is necessary, since otherwise, by the
bipartiteness assumption for R, we could not construct any alternating chains.






For the complete computation of calc aac we have to filter out from the inter-
mediate result those increasing chains which start in U and end in V . This is
done by the assertion increasingchain(M,U, V )(w):
increasingchain(M,U, V )(w) def⇔
‖w‖ ≥ 2 ∧ pw ⊆ isolated(M) ∩ U ∧ (28)
wq ⊆ isolated(M) ∩ V .
The computation of altchain with the union of all alternating chains of
lengths 2 up to |A| is inefficient, however, since the chains with length n − 1
are used again for the computation of the chains with length n. Hence it is
better to adapt the basic algorithm (23) so that it yields alternating chains of
arbitrary length. Since a chain contains at least two nodes, we shall make the
case n = 2 the termination case. Moreover, we change the end node set, i.e., we
start the construction of the chains not with nodes from A but with nodes from
isolated(M) ∩ V , since all chains whose last nodes are not from this set will be
eliminated from the result by increasingchain anyway.
In sum we obtain therefore:
calc aac(M,U, V ) =
increasingchain(M,U, V ) / alc(M, isolated(M) ∩ V )(|A|) ,
alc(M,S)(n) =
ifn < 2 then ∅
dc n = 2 then alter(M) / (R 1 S) (29)




alter(M) / (non(p) 1 R 1 p) fi .
7 Conclusion
We have presented derivations of schematic algorithms for two classes of graph
problems. In particular, the class of Hamiltonian path problems presents a wide
variety of applications, among which finding maximum cardinality matchings is
the most advanced. Further instances of this class can be found in [Russling 96b].
In the case of layer oriented traversals it was surprising how far the abstract
framework of typed Kleene algebras carries. The axiomatization used there is
much weaker than that of relational or sequential calculus.
It is to be hoped that a similar treatment of other graph algorithm classes
can be found.
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